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Q1. What is SQL? 

Ans-SQL stands for Structure Query Language, It is a language that enables us to create and operate on 

relational databases, which are set of related information stored in tables. 

Q2. Explain DDL,DML,TCL 

Ans-  

DDL- Data Definition Language, allow us to perform task related to Data Definition Ex- Create, Drop 

DML- Data Manipulation Language, allow us to manipulation in database. Ex- Select, Update, Delete, Insert 

TCL- Transaction Control Language, allow us to control transaction. Ex- Commit, Rollback 

Q3. Points to Remember 

 Column having no values is said to have NULL value. 

 The SELECT command of SQL let you make queries on database 

 The DISTINCT keyword eliminates redundant data. 

 To perform calculations, the expressions can be written along with SELECT without specifying any 

table name. 

 The WHERE clause is used to select specific rows. 

 The BETWEEN operator is used for making range checks in queries. 

 The IN operator is used for selecting values form a list of values. 

 The LIKE operator is used for making character comparisons using strings. 

 CREATE TABLE command is used to create tables in database 

 INSERT INTO command is used to insert data in the table. 

 Existing data in tables can be changed with UPDATE command 

 Records in a table can be deleted using DELETE command. 

 ALTER TABLE command is used to alter the definition of already created tables. 

 DROP TABLE command drops a table from a database. 

Q4.  Different format of SELECT Statement can be used in SQL 

 SELECT column1, column2....columnN FROM table_name; 

 SELECT DISTINCT column1, column2....columnN FROM table_name; 

 SELECT column1, column2....columnN FROM table_name WHERE CONDITION; 

 SELECT column1, column2....columnN FROM table_name WHERE CONDITION-1 AND|OR CONDITION-

2; 

 SELECT column1, column2....columnN FROM table_name WHERE column_name IN (val-1, val-2,...val-

N); 

 SELECT column1, column2....columnN FROM table_name WHERE column_name BETWEEN val-1 AND 

val-2; 

 SELECT column1, column2....columnN FROM table_name WHERE column_name LIKE  PATTERN ; 

 SELECT column1, column2....columnN FROM table_name WHERE CONDITION ORDER BY 

column_name ASC|DESC; 

 SELECT SUM(column_name) FROM table_name WHERE CONDITION GROUP BY column_name; 

 SELECT COUNT(column_name) FROM table_name WHERE CONDITION; 

Q5.  CREATE TABLE Statement 

CREATE TABLE table_name( column1 datatype,  

column2 datatype,  



column3 datatype, ..... 

 columnN datatype, PRIMARY KEY( one or more columns ) ); 

Q6. SQL INSERT INTO Statement 

INSERT INTO table_name( column1, column2....columnN)  

VALUES ( value1, value2....valueN); 

Q7. SQL UPDATE Statement 

UPDATE table_name SET column1 = value1, 

 column2 = value2.... 

columnN=valueN 

 WHERE CONDITION ; 

Q8. SQL DELETE Statement 

DELETE FROM table_name WHERE CONDITION; 

Q9. SQL DROP Statement 

DROP TABLE table_name; 

Q10. SQL ALTER TABLE Statement 

ALTER TABLE table_name ADD|DROP|MODIFY column_name datatype; 

ALTER TABLE table_name RENAME TO new_table_name; 
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Q3. What is Foreign Key ? 

Ans-A FOREIGN KEY is a key used to link two tables together. A FOREIGN KEY is a field (or collection of fields) 

in one table that refers to the PRIMARY KEY in another table. The table containing the foreign key is called the 

child table, and the table containing the candidate key is called the referenced or parent table. 

Q4. Difference between DBMS and RDBMS 

i) DBMS stores data as file and RDBMS stores data as table. 

ii) DBMS supports single user and RDBMS supports multiple user. 

iii) There is no security in DBMS, Multi-level security in RDBMS 

iv) Data redundancy is common in DBMS, RDBMS reduce it. 

Q5. What are the database objects? 

Ans-  

i) Table- Stores data in tabular format 

ii) Query- Fetch/Manipulate data from table 

iii) Form- Provide Interface 

iv) Report-Printed format  

6. What are  Different data types used in Open Office BASE. 

Ans:- 

i)  NUMBER 

ii) TEXT 

iii) DATE 

iv) TIME  

v) BOOLEAN 

vi) IMAGE 

7. Difference between Char and  Varchar data type 

Ans- i) Char- stores fixed length data, Varchar- store variable length data. 

        ii) char- Length varies from 0-255, Varchar- length varies from 0-65535 

       iiI) char-static memory allocation, Varchar- Dynamic memory allocation 

8. Discuss various types of numeric fields that you can have in BASE. 

Ans-  

 Tiny Integer[TINYINT]- This field accepts integer or whole number with fixed length of three spaces. 

 Small Integer[SMALLINT]- This field accepts integer or whole number with fixed length of five spaces. 

 Integer[INT]- This field accepts integer or whole number with fixed length of ten spaces. 

 Big Integer[BIGINT]- This field accepts integer or whole number with fixed length of nineteen spaces. 



9.  What is the significance of Null values? 

 

Ans:- NULL values are very useful while entering data in a field when table demands data for the field but user 

does not have any value to enter. Since NULL values are legal empty values in BASE. 

10. What do you understand by default value? 

The default value is used to specify the default value for a field or control i.e. the value that gets entered 

automatically in the field at the time of data entry. 

11. What is the use of length property? 

Ans- This property determines the maximum length the data can have in this field. The data in the field cannot 

exceed this limit. 

12. What is the use of format property? 

Ans:- Formatting is used to control the look of the data entered in a field. Various fields format are:  

Numeric/Currency ,Percent ,Currency ,Scientific ,Fraction etc. 

13. What is the used of entry required property? 

Ans- This property ensures that data cannot be skipped in the field for which this property is set to YES. 

14. What is Data validation ? 

Ans- Data Validation refers to process of ensuring that only valid data as per set norms or rule should be 

allowed in the table. 

15. What is relationship in a database? 

Ans- In a relational database, a relationship is a link that connects two or more tables through some common, 

related data. Relationships between tables enables users to use the related data across multiple tables. 

16.Name the three types of relationship that can be created in BASE 

Ans- 

i) One-to-One 

ii) One-to-Many (Many-to-One) 

iii) Many-to-Many 

17. What is Referential Integrity? 

Ans- Referential integrity is a system of rules that a DBMS uses to ensure the validity of relationships among 

tables. 

 


